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Bla ck Cu ltu re W ee k
Su cc es sfu l '
By ED LAT1ME~
The Association for Black
Students of the ' Universi ty of
Missour i-Rolla presente d a
variety of program s by, for, and
about black people last week
during Black Culture Week
from April 12-17.
According to James A. Nicks
Jr., presiden t of the UMR
Association for Black Students,
the purpose of Black Culture
Week was to familiari ze the
campus and commun ity with
the heritage and culture of the
black student. It is held annually near the annivers ary of
Martin Luther King .
To start the week, the movie,
"The Educati on of Sonny
Carson" was shown in Centennial Hall on Tuesday night,
and the following night the
UMR
African
Students
Associat ion presente d an
"African Culture " program .
Thursday the Association for
Black Students and Alpha Phi
Alpha held their Annual Talent
Show in the ME Auditorium .
The
Lincoln
Univers ity
Stagecr afters perform ed a
play, "Don't You Want to Be
Free?" on Friday night. On
Saturday evening, April 16, the
Second Annual Ba'lquet and
Fashion Show was held at
Centennial Hall. The banquet
guest speaker was Eugene
Jackson, UMR Alpha Phi Alpha
alumnus
and
currentl y
presiden t and chairman of the
board of the National Black
Network . The NBW is an

organiza tion of 81 radio stations
around the country recently
started to act as a central
bureau for relating to blacks
what importan t is happenin g in
the black world. Mr. Jackson
gave an impressi ve speech
concerning the. National Black
Network, and also commen ted
on the unique challeng e facing
blacks now, and how there is
hope for the black commun ity
through education. A movie and
lecture on " Racism in Black
Africa" by Frank Chapman and
Co. on Sunday night wrapped up

the week.
Terry
Logan,
former
presiden t of the Association of
Black Students , was this year's
program director for Black
Culture Week and organize d the
whole affair, with help from the
ABS and Alpha Phi Alpha.
Although
these
two
organiza tions 'played supporting roles in Black Culture
Week, Mr . Logan admits that
" The black people in this
commun ity make Black Culture
Week happen - not anyone
individual or organiza tion."

IFC Gr ee k We ek
Ca rni val
Well folks it's that time of the
year again when those loveable ,
laughabl e Greeks are doing
what they do best. They're
throwing a carnival and
everybody 's invited! Yes sir, all
of the 19 fraternit ies and both
sororitie s will be out there at
Lion's Park with booths trying
to make you spend your money.
But don't worry, there are
some very good reasons to
spend it. The kids at the
Cerebral Palsy school. The
proceeds of the carnivals in the
past few years have gone to the
school.
On our judge ;s panel this year
we have Sandy Short, Jackie

Lomax, and Jim Key. The panel
will be looking for such things
as workman ship, originali ty,
appeal, an~ design in the
boothes and games.
This year the booths will
range from the wheel of fortune
to a food booth to the rat race.
There'll be plenty to do at the
carnival. So come on out any
time between 7 and 11 p.m. on
April 22 and add to the smiles of
the CP kids.

Ethan Chambe rlain and Tim Kirschb aum, left and right
backgro und, provide children from the Rolla Cerebra l
Palsy Center' with Greek Week t-shirts. All proceeds
from the IFC Greek Week Carniva l will be provided to
help meet the special needs of these children .
( Photo by Sta ley.)

Ca mp us

Life Ins ura nce
Ra ise d

GREEK WE EK 1977
Thurs day .

6:00

Softba ll:
Panhe llenic vs. IFC
at lions Club Park

9:00

Lamb da Chi Alpha
Beer Bust
60th Anniv ersary at UMR

. Friday

Quee ns Tea
7:00
10:30-2:30

Carni val at lions Club
All Greek Danc e
at St. Pats Gym

This report is the first of two
articles on campus life insurance.
Consumer Report Magazine,
in their March, 1977 issue has
come out with a report on
Campus Life Insuranc e which
should be a great information to
the UMR student body.
Termed the "bait and switch
tactic" by Consumer Report,
various life insuranc e salesmen
across the nation . campuse s
have been using their method of
selling insuranc e to college
students.
Cited as one of the users of
this " bait and pwitch tactic" is
Fidelity Union Life Insuranc e
Co. , of Callas . This company
has a represen tative selling
insuranc e here at UMR.
It seems as though the figures

BY PAULD. ANDREW

quoted for Fidelity' s Union's in five areas: 1) They're
not
largest selling product, the needed; 2) They're too
small;
College Master. Policy, do not They're the wrong type; 3)
4)
really correspo nd to the College They contain riders
of dubious
Master policy, but rather refer value; 5) They 're too costly.
to
another policy.
The
Of the survey taken by
Preside nt's Preferre d Life Consumer Report,
all of the
policy . Consumer Report states campus insuranc
e policies
that The College _Master, "a more than the median cost
of 79
gimmick y,
high
cost similiar policies on the general
product.. .has proved to be a gold market.
mine for the company and a
Consum er Report recomfinancial albatross for many of mends, as do
several UMR
its young buyers."
faculty and adminis tration
The methods of selling and member s that the college
sales techniques are not the student would be much better
only wrong done by the in- off by not buying those policies
surance compani es in selling on sold by campus insuranc e
campus . The product , as salesmen .
analyzed by Consumer Report,
Next Week: A detailed report
is also "suspect ".
The product sold was found by on our local campus insuranc e
Consumer Report to be failing sales compani es will be contained in next's week's Miner.

See Page 6 for .•.
Satur day

Game s at Elysia n Field
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Nofices to appear in the Bullboard section should be typed and deposited in the north door of the Miner office by 9:00
p.m . Monday. This will assure publication in the next edition of the Miner.

MORE SUNSHINE
EFFECTIVE APRIL 24, 1977 - Effective 2 :00 a.m.,

Sunday, April 24, 1977, the University will convert from
Centr al Standard time to Daylight Saving Time in
accordance with federal law. Th e University will
remain on Daylight Sav ing Time until 2:00 a .m., Sunday, October 30, 1977.
SOCIETIES JOIN FOR OUTING
The ACM , KME , UPE Spring Outing will be Sunday,
April 24th starting at 1 : 00 p .m. Th is years outing will be
at Lane Spring s (about 10 miles south of Rolla on '63').
If you need a ride, or can fUrnish rides, meet at the
Computer Science parking lot at 1:00. Hamburger,s and
your favorite be v erage will be' served. Sign up at
Program Distribution by noon Saturday.
AsCE
Th er e will be an AsCE meeting on April 27, 1977 in the
CE auditorium at 7 : 00 p.m. The guest speaker wil l be
Mr. Gary M. Lee of E .T . Archer and Company, Consulting Engineer, f ro m Kansas City , Mo. The topic of his
talk will be Engineering Contract Negotiations. There
will also be election of officers for next year. Refreshments will be served afterward. The ASCE end of year
outing will be on May 6,1977 , at Lions Club Park.
ORDER OF THE ENGINEER
Engineering graduates and prospective May
graduates are cordially invited to join "The Order of the
Engineer".
You may choose to partiCipate in either of the two
ceremon ies which will be held Tuesday, April 26 and
Wednesday , April 27, 1977, in the Mark Twain Room of
the University Center at 4 :00 p.m.
There is no cost to participate in the ceremony and
receive the printed creed to sign . Should you· desire to
wear the stainless steel ring as a symbol of the order,
Ihe cost is S5.00 (most do).
Rings may be purchased ahead of time in the School
of Engineering Dean's Office, 101 , Engineering
Research Laboratory. Please go there and order your
ring as soon ' as possible. Any questions can be answered
there also .
S.W .E.
Eleclion of officers will be held at the May 3rd
meeting of the Society of Women Engineers to be held at
6:15 in the C.E. auditorium . All members are urged to
altend.
ATTENTION GRADUATING STUDENTS
Commencement announcements are now available in
the Registrar's Office for all graduating students. These
announcements are provided by the University at no
cost to students who will be graduatinp on May 15, 1977.
DOWN MEXICO WAY
An informative and entertaining talk on Mexico will
be presented Wednesday, April 27 in the Mark Twain
Room of the University Center at 8 :00 p.m. The speaker
will be Jorge Mendez, owner and operator of L~ Posada
Restaurant .
ZETA SPONSORS CAR WASH
Come get your car washed by the girls of the Spring,
1977 Zeta Tau Ipha ·Pledge Class at Wal-Mart, on
Thursday, April 21. The car wash will be Irom 1-5' p .m .
Donations are $1.00.
GRADUATI NG SENIORS
Please advise the placement office regarding your
future plans. If you are :
· . 1) Taking a job
· . 2) Going to Graduate School
· . 3) Going into Military Service
. . 4) Taking a vacation OR
.. 5) slill undecided.
This can be done by filing a IIGreen Sheet l l at the
Placement Office before you leave campus.
EMA BANQUET
The Engineering Mgt . Assn. will be having their
annual banquet Tuesday, April 26 at Holiday Inn. Happy
hour will be at 6:30 p.m . and dinner will be at 7 : 30 p .m.
The speaker will be Tom Carter, President of Kansas

PR EREGISTRATION
PREREGISTRATION for students now enrolled in
schoo l who will be returning for the 1977 summer and·or
1977 fall semester will run April 25 through April 29. For
'uther informati on see instructions in the front of the
Fall Schedule of Classes which will be available in the
Registrar's Office April21. students who J:'re r~gister will
be given an opportunity 10 pay fees by mail prior to

Ere

INTER -VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWsHI P
Inter-Varsi ty Christian Fellowship will hold a chapter
meeting at 7:00 p.m. on Tuesday, April 26, in the
basement of the United Methodist Church at 803 Main.
Rod
Kirkpatrick
will
speak on
"Who
Sends
Missionaries?" (Please use the basement entrance on
Park Street .) All interested students and faculty are
encouraged to attend.

In Program Contest

regular registration.
W.A.R .
The Wargames Association of Rolla will hold its third
meeting on Thursd ay April 21 1977 in Room 202 MathComputer Science building at 7:00 p.m . Simulated
wargames and wargaming activities will be discussed.
,Members a nd oth er interested parties are invited to
attend .
MSM ROCK CLIMBNG CLUB
THE M.S.M. ROCK CLIMBING CLUB MEETS
EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT 6 : 30 p. m. ROOM 305
NORWOOD HALL. TopiCS discussed include: Climbing
safe ty, Future climbs , and Trips by members. All in terested parties are invited to attend .
UMR TRAP AND SKEET SHOOTING
. Every Wednesday and Thursday UMR Students (both
girls and boys) are invited to partiCipate in e~ther or
both trap and sk eet shooting at J .T. Harris' Rolla Trap
and Skeet Range seven mites east of town (three miles
beyond Oak Meadow Country Club on 10th Street).
The price is $1.25 for one round of 25 claybirds and
$1.25 for 25 twelve-gauge shells. The shells must be shot
there at the Range the afternoon you buy them at the
Rang e, and the emptys must be returned to the Club
that same afternoon . No exceptions made.
The time each Wednesday and Thursday is 3 :00 p.m.
until you are out of birds and-or money.
If any questions, call Dr. Stevens, 341-4481.
Also , the UMR Trap and Skeet Club has available for
use at the Range a Skeet gun and a Trap gun .
Come! Join the UMR Trap and Skeet Club and enioy
all of these opportunities.
FL Y TO COLORADO ·
There is still an opening for another person to ride
along to the Denver area. Dan Roemer will be flying a
Cessna 172 (4-seater) to Fort Collins, Co. on May 16, the
day after graduati on, and returning about .a week
thereafter. He can put you down in an airport as near to
where as possible. Cost will be fairly cheap. For fUrther
information, contact Roemer at 1711 North Pine, or call
him as 364-2843.
.
GREEK WEEK CARNIVAL
Come one , come all to the best carnival UMR has
ever seen . This year the Interfraternity Council is
sponsoring. its annual Greek Week Carnival on April 22
from 7:00 to 11 :00, at Lion's Park . The proceeds of this
carnival will be given to the Cerebral Palsy School .

A team of four University of
Missouri-Rolla students (three
com puter science majors and
one majoring in electrical
engineering ) placed first in a
District Computer Programming Contest held Saturday,
April 9, a t Washington
University in St. Louis .
Accordin-g to the judges, the
UMR team's winning score was
higher than any of the winners
in the past three districts. Team
members are: Mark Mueller,
graduate student, 403 E. 11th
St., Rolla ; Steve Guntly, junior,
7405 Rockwood Dr., Affton ;
Dennis Keats, senior, Route 2,
Hopkins ; and Sam Bruner,
junior, 2504 S. Quincy, Sedalia.
Team advisor is Dr. Arlan
DeKock, associate professor of
computer science at UMR.
A computer programming
contest is one of knowledge and
skill. All teams are given the
same four problems to solve
using a computer. Winner is the
team that solves the problems
accurately and in the least
amount of time.
In Saturday's district contest,
the St. Louis University team
placed second . The host team,
Wa,s_hington University , was
third and fourth place went to
the team from Case Western
University in Cleveland, Ohio.

Now Showing
Show 7 & 9:10

) SILVER
STRERI-l)
fDril .. ,~_

~

r

~

~ ..:.:..

~I "

Open 6:30 Shows Dusk

CARRIE
FROM NOON
TILL THREE

-

..... .....

~i~AS:~:~:;~:da;~~~~h!i~ek:::t:~~e~~~i~~~I;/~~~~no~ ~
HarriS Hall. Engr. Mgt. graduating seniors may pick up
their free tickets on the lrd floor of Harris Hall.
THEATRE GUILD PR·EsENTs A MUSICAL
The UMR Theatre Guild will be presenting L~rner &
Lowe ' s "Paint Your Wagon", April 15. ,16, 22. and 23. in
SI. Pat's Ballroom. Tickets ·go on sale April 11 in the
University Center East. Prices are 51.50 in advance for
. UMR students and $2.00 at the do",", and $2.00 In advance for non-students, $2.50 at the door.
ATTENTION GRADUAT·ING STUDENTS
Commencement announcements are now available in
Ihe Registrars Office for all graduating students. These
announcements are provided by the University at no
cost to students who will be graduating on May 15, 1977.
GRAD. STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
Association 01 Graduate Students Spring Picnic will
be held this Sunday, April 24. Food will be served alter
the games Which will start at 11 :·30. Free food and
assorted beverages will be served. Grad. sfudents:
Come on out and enjoy yourselvA!S. Plea,e indicate Y<lur
intent to come by contacting Phil Pauagos in the
Dept.
ARTS & CRAFTS SHOW
The Hospitality CommiHee 01 tile Student Union
'oard has tent.tively set April 21 lor an Art. and Cralts
show. Any st·udent desiring to participate shQuld Gall
341-2885 as soon as possible, or drop by the S.U.B. office,
218 Old Student Union.
UMR PR~SENTS OUTDOOR CONCERT
University of Missouri-Rolla's Concert Banet and Jan
Band will present· a jotnt Pops Concert Sunday, April 24,
ouldoors on the .quadrangle beginning at 2 p. m.
Music selections will be varied with many "golden
oldies" presented . S.ome of the composers represented
in the program will be Strauss, Gershwin and Sousa.
Dr. David Oakley will conduct the concert band and
Thomas Ruess will conduct the jazl· band.
The concert is open to the public . There will be no
admission charge . Popcorn and soft drinks will be
available.

Miners Take The Blue

FREE TRANSPORTATION
TO MISSOURI ACADEMY
OF SCIENCE
Annual Meeting
Saturday, April 30, 1977.

The Association of Graduate Students
will be running several autos to St.
Louis Saturday morning, departure
time to be arranged. If you are a
graduate student interested in attending and need a ride, ~ontact Mike
Cerulo or Lee Lammert at 341-4678
from 9:00 to 5:00 or Tom Kuale in the
Physics Dept. by Wednesday, April
27. Undergraduates are invited to go
on a first come first served basis for extra room after graduate students have
been provided with transportation.
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M in e, N ew s
IF e Ma n of th e Ye ar
An no un ce d for 1977
Randy Sherer, from Sigma
Phi Epsilon, was named the
Interfrat ernity Man of the Year
for 1977 at the 15th annual IFC

Banquet held last evening at the
Lions Den. Chosen from a list of
38 men of the UMR Greek
System, Randy qualified best

,
'-

for the award by his accomplish ments in school, his
house and through campus
organiza tions. Among those
accompl ishments are presiden t
and secretary of Sig Ep ; vicepres. of Student Council; Social
Director for SUB, Alpha Phi
Omega ; and member of Phi
Kappa Phi National Honor
Society.
The other five finalists, in
alphabet ical order, are: Tim
Bradley, Kappa Alpha; Jeff
BliCk, Kappa Sigma; Bill
Enjoyin g the festivitie s of the Indepen dant's weekend
Christia ns, Acacia; Mike
are these particip ants of the "Balloon Bust"
J,..ackner, Delta Sigma Phi; and,
( Photo by Harris)
Larry Shipers, Lambda Chi
Alpha.
Presente d to Mr. Sherer for
his award was a handsom e
plaque detailing the ideals of
the Interfra ternity Council.
Making t.he presenta tion was
The Osage Chapter of with individual awards at the
Rich Fleschne r, IFC Man of the
Intercoll egiate Knights from convention . Jim Puckett
Year. 1976.
and
UMR was presente d the Paul Schnoeb elen received
"Outstan ding Chapter Trophy" awards for their outstand
ing
at the recent national I.K. work in I.K" and Tom
Fenconventi on. Eight member s . nessey was presented with an
from the local I.K. chapter, I.K. academi c award for
his
along with our Dutchess can- high scholasti c achievem
taught my father, " he said.
ent.
The " Qutstand ing Chapter
Wyeth believes that almost didate and two members of the
everyone is born with a certain local I.K.A. chapter attended Trophy " is presently on display
amount of creative ability . the convention which was held in the new Student Union.
When he lectures at college over Easter break at the Las
campuse s, Wyeth says, "I try to Vegas Convention Center.
This award is pr.esented at
. help the student bridge the gap
between
the
learning each convention to the chapter
curriculu m and the giant world that has accompli shed special
of industry. I tell the engineer s achievem ent and recogniti on as
to think in terms of throwing out a result of service projects,
tradition , having a basis for reputati on and standing on
what they want to do, applying campus , and effective adold theories to new applicati ons ministrat ion in general..
and not having the idea
everythin g has already been
The excellent service work of
invented ."
the Rolla chapter, which has
Wyeth retired in October, been
the -key
to
the
1976, after 40 years with Du organiza tion's success here on
Pont. His assignme nts with the campus, was recognize d at the
national level in the presencontinued un p.5 )
tation of this award .

I.K. Receives Aw ard

Wyeth to Sp eak at UM R
Nathanie l C. Wyeth , retired processe s that have been
mechani cal enginee r and granted patents. He has
been
consulta nt with Du Pont 's involved in the developm
ent of
College Relations Section, will polymer procesSing equipme
nt,
speak on "Creativ ity in synthetic textile fibers,
plastic
Enginee ring" at 7:30 p.m .. products , and other mechani
cal
Thursday , April 28, in the Civil systems ...
Engineer ing Auditoriu m at the
Universit y of Missouri-Rolla.
Wyeth says that he believes
The public is invited and there his upbringin g influence d his
opinion that engineer s should be
is no admissio n charge.
added to the list of creative
"Wyeth is a member of a wellpeople such as artists, sculpknown family of artists - the
tors , compose rs and authors.
son of N.C. Wy~th and brother
of Andrew Wyeth,': says Dr . J . "In addition to my father and
brother, my two sisters and two
Stuart Johnson, dean of the
brothers- in-law, mother-in-law
School of Engineer ing. "He
and my late wife 's brother and
turned his creative talents to
sister were all artist - and their
engineer ing and is the inventor
uncle was Howard Pyle ,
or co-inventor of 25 products or
illustrato r and teacher who had

Several members irom the
Rolla I.K . chapter were honored

Mis sou ri Min er
. The MISSOUR I MINER is the official publicatio n of th~
University of
Missouri-R olla. It is published at Rolla , Missouri, every
week· during

the school year. Entered as second class maHer February 8, 1945,

at
the Post Office at Rolla , Mo., under the Act of March
3, 1819. Tho
subscriptio ns are $3.00 per semester. This MISSOUR
I MINER
features activities of the students and faculty of UMR
. Miner office
(341-4235)
•
Paul Andrew (364 ·9885 )
Biii Uding (364 -5630)
John Stoddard (364 ·9951)
Bruce Schaller (364 -9885 ) •
Jim Alien. (364 -5186)
Brian Ka v anaugh (~64 · 9S85 ) .
Dennis Gilliam (34) ·233))
Ed Burford (364 ·9792 ) .
John Martine (364 -9192)
Dr . Curt Adams
L eitner -Jones

MEMBER

F :~ .,
Busin ess 1'/Ii:J1 .:l~ •
Advertj sing D i r ~r '(
Managing c ,.: r
News E .-','
Featu re~ f '" It
Spo rfS t: ~-:,;
PhOlo [' .
Circulatio n Mc.n r .

F03cult y t..O\ ,r.,

Lana

RDN Advisor '
Staff : Katie Kunkel , Linda Ponzer, Karen Downer Carol
Rus sell ;; ...
Hastey , Mark Lester, Dennis Emily, Dave Naeger ,
Chuck -::.tZI ..··,
Harry Burford , Larry Harris. Ron Farley, Linda Jost
. Da v e i l ('
Jerry Smith. Brian Edwards, L.D. Ericson, Alan Benson,
Randy
Cru~tals, Rich Linck
I

A membe r of the Lincoln Univers ity Stagecr afters recites a
poem during the play "Oo·n 't
You Want to Be Free!' This was just one of the many attractio
ns made availabl e to the
UMR students during the Black Culture Week.
(Photo by H_ Bruford )

Articles and photos for publicatio n in the Miner must
be in by 9:00
p.m. on the Monday before printing on Thursday.
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It finally comes down to commitment..
When you don't like a course, it's hard to excel. The class gets
tedious. The texts get boring. The lectures get dreadful. Your work
suffers. And so do your grades.
Compare that with the courses you really believe in.
You care more. You try more. And without even noticing, you just
nanrrally do better.
It's true in school. It's true outside of school.
For example, we believe there's just one way to brew
Busch beer. The natural way. With natural ingredients.
Nanrral carbonation. Natural ageing.
. We believe that's the best way to brew a beer.
And when you believe in what you're
doing, you just naturally do it better.
Taste a Busch and we think you'll agree.

BUSCH.

11

When you belie\e in what you're doing,
you just naturally do it better.
;;

~~
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DELICIOUS MEXICAN FOOD
~A~~~~~A

Dining Room - Orders To Go - Open Daily 11 a.m.
Hwy. 63 S. Rolla, Mo. 364--1971 Closed Monday

Hook Auto Supply
Auto Parts-A cccesso ries-Sp eed Equipm ent

513 Hwy. 63 S.

:*

•••• •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• ••:
Unisex Hairstyling

CAROUSEL
MANOR INN
We'll style your hair

These scholarships represen t a
mixture of Alumni Association
Scholars hips and Professo r
Assistant Scholarships.

with so
much flair people will
dare to stare.

**

Mon .. Sal.
10:00 a.m . 105:30 p. m .

*
#

*
#

Calico Corner Ceramics
7th & Rolla 341-2442

*****************************~

Special Student Rates

CARRIAGE LOUNGE
Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 9:00-1 :00

DISCO
No Cove r Char ge
Behi nd the Man or Inn

Wy eth

REY -=== -=-

Lec ture s
(continu ed from p. ;, )
engineer ing department bave
ranged from MCtion superviI or
to assistant laborato ry director.
In 1963, he was named Du
Pont's first engineering fellow,
giving him the privilege of
selecting his areas of research
effort. In 1975 he was named
senior engineering fellow, the
highest technical position at Du
Pont.
Wyeth is a fellow of the
America n
Society
of
Mechanical Enlineer s which
cited him as an "unusually
creative enginee r who has
played an importan t role in the
development of new concepts of
products, processes and process
equipment for Du Pont." He is
also a member of Pi Tau Sigma,
mechanical engineering honor ·
society, the Society of Plastics
Engineers, and the Delaware
and Nationa l Societie s of
Professional Engineers.
Wyeth's is the third annual
Harry William Lee Porth
Distingu ished Lecture in
Engineering. The series was
established at UMR by the will
of Miss Vll'ginia Lee Porth in
memory of her father, a UMR
alumnus . Harry William Lee
Porth received his B.s. in
mining engineering at Rolla in
1911 and earned the professional
degree
of
mechani cal
engineering in 1924. He was in
charge of the Railway Car
Departm ent at Swift and
Company in Chicago at the time
of his death in 1925.

805 Pine Street
The Complete Service Jeweler.

:**********~~~~~!~t**********!

**

*:

r Jewelers :

:

Alu mn i-S tud en t-F acu lty
Co nfe ren ce He ld
MSM-UMR Alumni Association
granted $28 ,750 worth of
scholarship money in the past
academic year to fifty students .

364-5252

•••• •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• ••
•:••••Ch
•
•
ristophe

Preside nt Olson speaks at the Alumni- Student- Faculty Confere
nce Banquet .

By ED LATIMER
On Thursday, April 14, the
MSM-UMR Alumni Association
held the Alumni- StudentFaculty Conference Banquet at
Centennial Hall to acknowledge
the
Alumni
Associat ion
Scholars
a nd
Professo r
Assistant Scholars.
The banquet was held to
promote interactionn between
the alumni , students , and
faculty of MSM and UMR. Mr.
Richard H. Bauer of St. Louis,
Presiden t of the Alumni
Association , presided over the
banquet. The guest speaker was
Interim Chancel lor James
Pogue, who spoke on the role of
teachers in society and the
importance of education.
Towards the end of the
banquet .. certificates of honor
were presented to the twenty
scholars hip recipien ts who
attended the banquet . The

Rolla, Mo.
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Air Conditioned. Private Swimmi ng Pool, Cable TV:
Private Parkilll. Furnished Or Unfurnished.
Sip Up Next Fall.
10.151 0

Stoltz Realtors
S64-7100

ArPlOV ED IY nYON MADDOX

509
Liquor Store
116 W. 8th

Rolla, Mo.

Busch

Old Mil

12 Pk.

6Pk

Colt 45 12 Oz.

SPORT
shop

THE PLASTER KEY. 'NC:

For the Greeks we have mugs,
glasses, key chains, desk sets,
& necklaces.
10% off all Greek supplies.

364-6131

2.89

1.21
1.36

Free Parking In Rear

1977 CUTLASS SUPREME CPE
.(Factory Air Conditionea)

Auto Transm ission, Power Steering , Power Disc
Brakes, Air Cond., Tinted glass, Wheel covers, Radial
WW Tires, Plus all factory e(lOJipment.
"Specia l Terms for Graduat ing Seniors "

.

$4998

Limited Time
-Only Oelivered

~ Your Olds Buick- AMC-JE EP Dealer

i~ ~ I

,
NO. 1
I
i.~ SE LLI NG I
\:FI CAR .

ECK MOTO
R CO., INC.
(Since 1951)
500 Hwy 63 South
~olla, Mo.
Open 8 to 8 -Sat. til4 p.m.

~~~~~~

II.

Exam
Schedule
Common Finals (Rooms to be scheduled

Rules for Post-secondary
Student Assistance

by Registrar )
Final Exam Time

Course
CSc 73
(except evening)
esc 74
CSc 168
CSc 218
CSc 253
EE 61
EM 50, 150, 170
EM 110

Hist 60, 112
Math 2, 4, 8,
21, 22
Math 6
Physics 21, 23,
24, 25
III.
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Pa e 6

Wednesday 7 :30- 9 :30
Tuesday 10:00-1 2: 00
Wednesday 7: 30-9: 30
Monday 10:00-1 2 :00
Wednesday 7: 30-9:30
Thursday 3 : 30-5:30
Tuesday 10 :00-12:00
Monday 10:00-12:00
Thursday 7 :30-9:30
Monday 10:00-12 : 00
Wednesday 10:00-12:00
Wednesday 10:00-12:00

Regular Finals
(Meet in regular meeting room)

First Weekly Class
Monday 8: 30
Monday 9: 30
Monday 10: 30
Monday 11: 30
Monday 12: 30
Monday 1: 30
Monday 2: 30
Tues day 8: 05
or 8:30
Tuesday 9:30
Tuesday 10: 30
Tuesday 11 :05
or_ll: 30
Tuesday 12:30

Final E>..am Time
Wednesday 3:30-5:30
Tuesday 3:30-5:30
Thursday 10:00-12:00
Monday 3:30-5:30
. Friday 10:00-12:00
Friday 7 :30-9:30
Tuesday 7 :30-9:30
Monday 7: 30-9:30
Monday 1:00-3:00
Wednesday 1:00-3:00
Tuesdav 1:00-3:00

Four sets of rules pertaining
to postsecondary student
assistance have been proposed
by HEW's Office of Education .
set
spells
out
One
requirements for students to
receiv~ payments under the
Basic Educational Opportunity
Grant, College Work-Study,
National Direct Student Loan,
Supplemental
Educational
Opportunity Grants, Guaranteed Student Loan, and State
Student Incentive Grant
programs.
Another set provides the
procedures which the Commissioner of Education will use
to limit, suspend, or terminate
the eligibility of institutions not
in compliance with laws and
regulations for the Office of
Education's student assistance
programs.
The other proposals in the
Federal Register today would
establish framework for two
new programs - information
services for education consumers and training for
financial aid administrators.
To receive financial aid
payments a student would have
to maintain satisfactory
academic progress according to
the standards of the college or
school and not owe a refund on a
grant, or be-in default on a loan.
The Commissioner's
limitation, suspension, and
termination authority would
apply to institutional par.ticipation in -programs under
Title IV of the amended Higher
Education Act of 1965.
"Limitation" means that
eligibility could be continued

Shermans and Imported Cigarettes

GAD
Forum II Tobacco & Spirits
Banquet f······························
:
G & D STEAK HOUSE
!

under specified conditions as set
termination
forth
in
proceedings. "Suspension" is
removal of eligibility for limited
period of time. "Termination"
is the removal of eligibility for a
least 2 years. Before an in- '
stitution's eligibility is limited,
suspended, or terminated, it has
a right to request a hearing on
the record .
This proposal also would
allow the Office of Education to
take "emergency action" withhold the use of program
funds - when there is reliable
information that institutional
practices may lead to substantial losses by the government or students.
Another proposal states that,
as a condition for receiving
program
administration
allowances, institutions would
have to provide Student
Information Services. Printed
information on student rights

and responsibilities, costs,
retention rates,and refund
policies must be available on
request.
A State Student Financial
Assistance Training program is
also proposed . Designed to
make better use of Federal
funds by increasing the comvetence of financial aid administrators, it would call for
matching money from the
States.
The public is invited to
comment on the proposed
regulations within 30 days .
Comments should be directed
to: John R. Proffitt, Director,
Division of Eligibility and
Agency Evaluation, Room 3030,
Regional Office Building 3, 7th
and D Streets, SW, Washington,
D.C. 20202. Telephone: (202)
245-9873.
Public hearings will be held in
Washington, D.C., Boston,
'Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, and
San Francisco.

. 14 lb. Big Brazier

\~_~~PlUS LARGE ORDER

"

99

.FRIES

Daily 10 A.M .. 2 P.M.

~~ Dairy Queen Brazier
brazier.1303 N. Bishop Rolla, Mo. 364u.S. Pat. Off .. Am. D_Q.

Itn Am.

PABST Since 1844.

1433 Hauck Dr.
Inquire About Party Weekend Prices

Dr. James Spainhower,
Missouri state treasurer, will be
the featured speaker at the
spring awards banquet of
Gamma Alpha Delta (GAD) at
6:30 p.m. Wednesday, April '1:7,
at zeno's.
.

Cost of the meal is $6.50.
Reservations may be made by
calling 364-1061 by TueSdaY,
April 26.

:
:
:
:
•
•
':
..

6 Oz. Ribeye

$1.69

:

Served With Toast & Baked Potato
Or French Fries
Open 7 Days A Week
H ours: 11 a.m.·9 p.m.
Forum Shopping Center

.............................

Q!urt~li

Free Ice Cream Cones With Each Dinner

:
:
:
••
:

mnggrry

Complete Line Of
Big Bell, Small Bell, Boot Jean,
Straight Legs, Shrink To Fit.
Jantzen Gold, Tennis & Swim Wear
Aro Shirts, Rugby Shirts
Next To Kenmarks
Rolla, Mo.

.........................
~ QualitY always ~
comes through.

LEVI's

900 Pine Street

•

~

364-1248

....

~

•

Grellner Sales
& Service
Route 4 Rolla

St. James, Mo.

265-8829

,
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Brewer and Shipley
Pave the W ay
for Headliners
By LINDA MARIE PONZER
/

Mike Brewer and Tom Shipley got it together preparing a captive audience for the headliners - Ozark Mountain Daredevi ls.
(photo by Harris)

[

Ediletters,

]

ST AT EME NT OF PO LICY
The opinions expressed herein do not necessarily represent t he opin ion or pol icies of the
MISSOURI MINER. The ediletter s section is the sanctuary of the genera l public. All
letters submitted wi ll , as in the past, be printed in their una lter ed an d ori g inal form w hen
space in this newspaper perm its .

A Question of
Morality
Dear Editor :
In response to Michael
Schroer's letter of April 14, I
would like to exercise my
freedom of speech , too. He
attempts to show why the Miner
resorts to immature appeals to
sex and - or drug use in order to
attract the reader's attention.
However , in answering the
question he makes some invalid
assumptions , Let's look at these
assumptions and see why they
are false .
Contrary to what Schroer
may think, man is a rational
being. Let's hear what the
Bible, the infallible Word 'of
God says on this matter. God
created man in his own image.
Genesis 1: 27 records, "So God
created man in his own image,
in the image of God created he
them." Also, in Genesis 2:7,
"And the Lord God formed man
of the dust of the ground, and
breathed into his nostrils the
breath of life; and man became
a living soul ," And so, whether
you refuse to believe it or not,
Godcreated thefirstman,Adam,
and you are one of his
descendents. Man is not an
animal, he did not evolve from
monkeys. Evolution is not a
scientific fact, it is just a phony
theory. You ask any evolutionist
to produce ONE solid fact to
prove the theory of evolution,
and he will search for eternity
and still not find it. The fossil
record disproves evolution. If
the reptile evolved from the
amphibian over a long period of
time, as th e evolutionists
concede, then why haven 't they
been able to produce even one

fossil of a half-amphibian, halfreptile? The truth of the matter
is that they can't. Even the
Law
of
Ther Second
modynamics refutes evolution.
Just as you can't get warm by
standing next to a cold r ock,
atoms by themselves cannot
organize into even the simplest
forms of life. Some might say
that creation violates the
Second
Law
of
Thermodynamics, but think about it.
Does it violate the Second Law
of Theromodynamics to build a
house and then let it crumble
into dust? Evolution would have
us believe that the dust, by itself, could assimilate together
and form the house. But
creation says that God put
together this universe 6,000
years ago and is now letting it
slowly decay. As the writer of
Hebrews wrote under divine
inspiration, "Through faith we
understand that the worlds
were framed by the word of
God, so that things which are
seen were not made of things
which do appear." <Hebrews
11 :3) The evidence points to
creation whether you want to
accept it or not. "The heavens
declare the glory of God ; and
the firmament showeth his '
handiwork." (Psalm 19;1)
Schroer is right, the basic
question is one of morals. I'll
tell you what gives us the
authority to say what is moral
and what is not, it is the Word of
God. Bear in mind, it is not me
that is judging what is right and
what is wrong, it is God that is
doing the judging. Let us see
what God has to say on this
moral question . Read Matthew
5: 28 : "But I say unto you, That
whosoever looketh on a woman
to lust after her hath committed
adultery with her already in his
heart. " This scripture doesn 't

leave any question as to what
adultery is. Adultery is illicit
sexual rela tions between two
people of the opposite sex.
Adul tery goes beyond the actual
illicit sexual act. Adultery is
also looking on a woman in a
lustful manner, and that includes reading your Playboy or
Penthouse, etc . , Adultery is
condemned in the commandments God gave to Moses"
"Thou shall not commit
adultery." (Exodus 20 : 14) Any
violation of the laws given by
God to Moses constitutes sin.
"Whosoever committeth sin
transgresseth also the law : for
sin is the transgression of the
law." (1 John 3:4) So, we see
that adultery is sin and that is
why God condemns it. You may
ask, "So, what is so wrong about
sin?" Sin deserves judgement
and that is just what God will do
to those who refuse to repent of
their sins and accept Jesus
Christ as personal Saviour.
.... ,the Lord Jesus shall be
revealed from heaven with his
mighty imgels, in flaming fire
taking vengence on them that
know not God, and that obey not
the gospel of our- Lord Jesus
Christ : who shall be punished
with everlasting destruction
from the presence of the Lord,
and from the glory of his
power." (2 Thessalonians 1 :7-9)
However, God has provided a
way to escape the wra th to
come, through His Son, the Lord
'Jesus Christ. " For the wages of
sin is death ; but the gift of God
is eternal life through Jesus
Christ our Lord." (Romans
6:23) "For God so loved the
world, that he gave his only
begotten Son, that whosoever
believeth in him should not
perish, but have everlasting
life." (John 3: 16)
(cont inued on page 10)

The team of Brewer and
Shipley has been together for
ten years, but by outward appeara nces they are as
mismatched a duo as Tommy
Smothers and Alice Cooper.
Mike Brewer, 33, came on stage
in an unbuttoned white shirt,
levis and long blond hair while
Tom Shipley , 35, dressed in a
cowpoy shirt, levis, r elatively
short hair, a full beard and wore
a cowboy hat. Their voices and
guitars blended together like
hominy and grits.
The duo said about their
music : "We've never been into
fads , our music just falls into
pat hs and that's wha t we
follow ." The songs were varied.
They did suc h numbers as;
" E ugene ", "So Satisfied".
"Tarkio Road " and "WitchiTa u-To."
The best received numbers
that they did came towards the
end of their set. They were ;
" One Toke over the Line" and
" Brain Damage".
Several people commented
after their gig that Brewer and
Shipley just " didn't have their
act together. " For the most part
however, they performed with
the expertise of the veteran
Performers they are. They were
only .outshone by the headliners
The Oza r k Mountain
Daredevils. <OMD) .
The OMD 's brought the
people to their feet in their
opening number and didn 't let
them rest long . They did such

crowd pleasers as " Black Sky",
"Love Makes a Lover", "Red
Plum " and " Snowbound. "
•Their concert also fea tured a
brand new song by Larry Lee of.
th eir
band
which
was
" Following in the Way That I
Feel. "
Trying to pick out my favorite
mem ber of the OMD was far too
difficul t a task. I really grooved
on Steve Cash 's voice and
harmonica. I dug J erry Mill's
style on the mandolin and the
versatility with which Rune
Walle stole the show.
But perhaps the most impressive par t of the OMD
concer t, was the way the band
gr ooved on Missouri, and the
Ozark region in particular. The
influence of the Missouri Ozar k's
instruments was heard in every
song. John Dillon of their group
played the fiddle arid mouth
bow . While Rune Walle played
the banjo.
The OMD's came back for two
encore numbers . They were
"Baked Potato" and "Keep on
Churning" for the first encore
and the last was a rock and roll
number.
Perhaps the most dissappointing par t of the whole
concert was the horrible accoustics, The only reason I
understood any of the singing
was due to being within sixteen
feet of the stage . What could
have been a truly enjoyable
concert wasn't.

Our Chili Dogs Are Famous
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(cont. from p. 7)
Schroer's assumption that we Students volunteered their time
are a very small minority may to debug the program but were
not be correct. Milter's letter turned down because of the cost
was circulated quickly for only (funny money) to run their
one day, and I'm sure a lot of program
several
times.
people missed signing it that Instead, Parker Hall elected to
would have otherwise. However continue correcting the faulty
insignicicant our minority may schedules by hand which costs
seem to everyone else, the them hundreds of dollars in
majority is not always right. labor.
Remember, it is God that will
judge you, not your fellow man.
Who cares that many students
So you see the reason why I are enrolled in classes taught by
condemn the Miner's appeal to foreign professors who cannot
sex and-or drug use is because speak English?
God condemns it. So clean
Who cares that CompSci 73 is
it up Miner staff. Remember a 2 credit hour course that takes
Ephesians 5:6, "Let no man up approximately 12 hrs. per
deceive you with vain words: week of the students' time.
for because of these things
Who cares that UMR does
.cometh the wrath of God upon not have an adequate theatrethe children of disobedience." auditorium on campus? Could it
Sincerely,
be that the reason is the lack of
Kelvin Erickson, 43291
. a large Humanities Department? HARK! Methinks I spy a
Editor's Note: See Damn Fool's casual relationship which can
Opinion iiI this issue.
be taken either way!
Who cares that a large
number of the faculty couldn't
care less whether a student
Nobody Really

passes their course or not?
Who cares that the method of
allocating funds for the four U
of Mo campuses used by the
Board of Curators is unfair and
inefficient? And people wonder
why UMR is constantly getting
the shit-end of the stick!
Who cares about the lousy
living conditions which are all
too prevelant in the dorms?
Each and everyone of the
things which I have mentioned
above affect each and everyone
of you, the students, in one way
or another . It's about high time '
that all of you got off of your
lazy asses and do something
about it! How? By writing a
letter telling just how you feel
about these and-or other topics
to your congressman, senator,
chancellor, department head,
landlady, or some other person
of importance. Just for once,
GIVE A DAMN!!!!
Sincerely yours,
Thomas "G. Heitert

Poetic Response
Dear Editor:
I would very much like to
share with the readers of this
publication these verses by
Helen Steiner Rice and From
the Bible, in Direct response to
the "This Is Why" letter and the
poem on "Why Is There So
Much Violence?", as I feel they
are very needed:
1. NEW CONCEPTS AND OLD
COMMANDMENTS
Living as we do today
in a world of speed and greed,
We are restless and dissatisfied
and we recognize a need
For something to alleviate
our constant state of stress,
Something that will change dull
days
to gours of happiness,
Something new and different
to excite our bored existence
Which we so foolishly attempt
to change
with
rash
resistance

By protesting we're entitled
lo the carnal-minded things,
BelieVing we'll be satisfied
with the pleasure this life
bringsAnd in our discontentment
we disregard restrictions
And decide to seek our happiness
in delinquent derelictionsWe renounce our morals and
ethics
and reject all discipline,
Forgetting
The
Commandments
governing now outmoded sin We are sure in our new
freedom,
with our lust and greed
unleased,
The "Pinnacle of Pleasure"
will certainly be reached But man cannot desecrate his
soul
or defy God's changeless laws
For the age-old Ten Commandments
Stand Untouched By Human
Flaws,
And until man comes to realize
( cont. on p. 11)

Does Care
Dear Editor:
It seems to me that no one
really does care.
Who cares that Auxiliary
Enterprises is ripping the
students off? Milk and soda
used to be the same price. All of
a sudden, milk served in the U.
Center East Cafeteria jumped
in price by an average of 7.5
cents. You get more milk for 20
cents in the Old Student Union
than you do in the cafeteria, and
it is in a carton, not bulk containers. It seems that Aux. Ent.
is making money hand over
foot, but if you ask Mr. Zink, he
will show you right where they
are losing money and the losses
AL WAYS outweigh the profits.
Who cares that the Miner is a
terribly inefficient
newspaper? They are trying to
limit the scope of the KMNR
Groundwaves through cutting
the fea ture short under the
guise of insufficient space. At
the same time Feature Editor,
Brian Kavanaugh, is allowed to
print a full page article entitled
"Introspect". Which, by the
way, . is made up entirely of
excerpts from other articles
while no credit whatsoever is
given to the authors of these
works by Kavanaugh . The
Miner, I feel, is rapidly
becoming little more than an
ad supplement with a few news
stories thrown in to take up
some space. If the Miner is
going to run so many ads, why
not run a few more and become
self-sufficient and release the
funds currently allocated for
the Miner so that they ll!ay be
redistributed to other campus
organizations that could use the
increase to better their
operation?
Who cares that KMNR is not
playing the type of music that
the students want to hear? I
have heard, on numerous occasions, the management of
KMNR made ardent appeals to
the student body for suggestions
and constructive criticism
regarding their programming.
To date I have heara of none
being received.
Who cares that Parker Hall is
allowed to continually cheat the
students of the services which
they deserve? Ever since they
have purchased the present
computer program, used in
scheduling and the issuance of
grades, there has been nothing
but foul-ups. I was informed
that a group of CompSci Grad

How carrying out
Equal Rights law
may affect you
Who could quarrel with the right of
every individual in America to an
equal chance for a job? No one we
know. But when you look for a job,
you should understand some things
about the equal rights regulations that
could affect your chances.
Most large companies are deeply
involved in affinnative action programs. These are plans and actions
designed to overcome discrimination.
Statistics are the only evidence that
counts. If a company's statistics don't
measure up, the company is presumed
to discriminate.
Some people think affirmative
action programs discriminate against
the majority of Americans. But that
kind of talk doesn't solve any problems.
Affirmative action is the law. And
it's here.
So if you're a woman or a member
of a recognized minority group. you
stand a better chance than other
people of equal ability. Companies
are working to catch up, and that's
good for you.
But when you look at a potential
employer, we think you ought to discriminate a little, yourself. Ask some
tough questions. Such as how a company promotes people. Or how many
higher-level women and minority
members they have. Chances are
there won't be too many-statistically.
So you should demand some straightforward answers about what a company
is trying to do about that.

FREE--Armco's
plain talk on
how to get a job
We've got a free booklet to help you
get a job. Use it to set yourself apart,
abqve the crowd. We answer 50 key
questions you'll need to know. Like why
you should bone up on companies you
like. What to do after the"first interview. Hints to make you a more aggressive, attractive job candidilte. All
prepared for Armco by a consulting
firm specializing in business recruiting,
with help from the placement staff of
a leading university.
Send for your free copy of How to
Get a Job. Write Armco Steel Corporation, Educational Relations Dept.,
General Offices, U-S, Middletown.
Ohio 45043. Our supply is limited,
so write now.

••

good jobs. We'll need to create
18,<XXl,<XXl more jobs to take care of
the young people joining the workforce over the next ten years. So the
competition for jobs will be fierce.
Most of all. we think you should
look for companies that really try for
excellence in the people they hire.
develop and promote. Equal rights
are one thing. Good jobs with tough
standards and exciting futures are
something else again.
Next time somebody gripes about
job discrimination, you might ask:
"Have you ever thought about"
metallurgy?"

Plain talk about

EQUAL JOB RIGHTS
So far. there just aren't enough women.
blacks or other minority members in
some fields. That's where the real
opportunities often are. But you're
not likely to be hired as a chemical
engineer if your major was black
literature or feminist history. If you're
looking for real opportunity, you should
" polish your talent in a discipline that
is needed most by those who offer

c

,

ARMCO

V

'A nnco wants WYrplaln talc
about equal rights and jobs
Does our message make sense? We'd
like to know what you think. Your
personal experiences. Facts to prove
or disprove our point. Drop us a line.
We'll send you back a more detailed
report on equal rights and jobs. Our
offer of How to Get a Job, above, tells
you how to write us. Let us hear from
you. We've all got a stake in more
American jobs.
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Plato, here, reporting from
the Greek games. This year,
even tne gods have descended
from the heavens to participate
with the mortals, bringing their
-special nectar, Olympia Beer.
Zeus himself is escortin~ the
Grecian queen and presiding
over all the contests.
The first events are the
drinking games. I have just
been informed that Socrates has
won out over all the competition, even the godly contestants. However, he became
suddenly ill after receiving his
trophy. The officials suspect
foul play. He is now in the care
of Hipprocrates, and everyone
hopes for his speedy recovery.
the
Moving along
to
lightning bolt toss. Thor and
Hercules are competing for the
championship. Thor's toss is
truly heavenly - graceful, but
with expert aim, while Hercules
uses pure brute strength. Zeus
has just proclaimed a tie between the war god and the
superman.
The last contest of the day is
the chariot race. Definitely the
most popular, this event has
more entries than any other.
Most of the mortals here have
bet on a foreign favorite, Juda
Ben-Hur. The entry from Mt.
Olympus is Apollo, whose
chariot pulls the sun across the
sky. They're nearing the finish
line now - Ben-Hur and Apollo
neck and neck. Apollo is the
victor! He shakes hands with

(cont. from p. 10)
he must live and still obey
The Commandments that God
handed down
way back in Moses ' day ,
He will never find contentment
and his search will be in vain
For what he thought was
pleasure
will return to him in pain For man with all his greatness,
his knowledge and his skill,
Is still as helpless as a child
and subject to God's will,
And there is nothing man can do
to bring lasting joy and peace
Or curb his untamed passions
or make his longings cease,
the
humble,
full
But
acknowledgment
that there is no substitute
To bring forth a "Happy Harvest"
except the Spirit's Fruit" For unless man's spirit is
redeemed
he will never, never find
Unblemished love and happiness
and eternal peace of mind.

By KAREN DOWNER
Ben-Hur. Juda is a good
sportsman - he assures his
fans that he will be sure to win
at the Colliseum next week. The
final results of today's games is
an even record for both gods
and mortals. We've invited the
gods to stay for some real downto-earth partying .
What's this? A huge wooden
horse has just been wheeled
onto the field. I believe it could
be a present for the queen. A
door in the side is opening up
- who could be inside?
Some primitive-looking men
are jumping out - They're
GDI'S! That bunch of uncivilized drunkards have come
to invade the party, no doubt.
They're trying to steal Pandora's box! I hear Zeus calling
for the Medusa to turn the
brutes into stone. Everything
should be under control in a few
minutes.
Thus ends the Greek games.
And that's the way it was April 23, 1m B.C.

2. WHAT DOES GOD KNOW OF
THESE MODERN DAYS
He sent His son to live on earth
And to walk with sinful men,
And the problems that confront
us
Are the same Today as Then,
For vice and crime and evil
Prevailed in Rome and Greece
And power-driven demagogues
Incited war, not peace There was violence and
dissension
And injustice in high courts,
And slayings were accepted
As one of the favorite sports
(cont.onp.13·) -

DISCO

Every Thurs., Fri., & Sat. Night At .

~f

f:l: J-~ G- !\_ S I I {} US :F.
Remember Thursday Night Is

LADIES NIGHT
M-F 12-8
Sat. 12-6

HEART FUND CUT-A-THON
April 23-24

Sat. 1:30-1:30

$5 Minimum Donation

Community Hall

I

ALEX PIZZA PARLOR
FEATURES:

• Greek Pizza • Spaghetti
• Salad
• 5% Beer
• Sandwiches
For Delivery Phone 364-2669
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
MON.-SUN. 4:00 P.M.-2:00 A.M.
122 W. 8TH STREET
ROLLA, MO.

•

C

TOP HAT LOUNGE
MICHELOB ON TAP
Open 5:00 p.m.-l:30 a.m.
Mon.-Thurs.
12:00 noon·l:30 a.m.
Fri. & Sat.

IT'S AT THE HAT
609 Rolla St.

364·2030

ABOVE ABC BOWLING LANES

BIGTI I
The
Jeans

SANDWICH GALLERY
80S N. Rolla

Rolla, Mo.

Store

341-3161

(Next Door To Ritz Theatre)

Open Fri. & Sat. Nites Till 10:30
We Also Make Food For Parties With A little Discount

3.41·2663

1107 Pine

Rolla, Mo.
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HERE'S ONE ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITY
YOU WON'T GET IN PRIVATE INDUSTRY.

M
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If you're thinking about a
career in engineering, think
about this.
How m.any companies can
offer you a nuclear submarine
to operate? The answer is
none. Equipment like this is
available only in one place .. .
the Navy.
The Navy operates over
half the nuclear reactors
in America. So our training is
the broadest and most comprehensive. We start by
giving you a year of advanced
engineering technology. In
graduate school, this would
cost you thousands, but in

the Navy, we pay you.
Once you're commissioned
as a Nuclear Propulsion
Officer, you'll earn a top
salary. Over $24,000 a year
after four years. And you'll be
responsible for the most
advanced equipment
developed by man. All the
Navy asks in return is that
you serve for 3 years on active
duty upon completion of your
training.
You have only until May
15th to enroll in this year's
Navy Nuclear Propulsion
Candidate Program. If you
are maJormg in engineering,
math or physical sciences,

~

contact your placement office
to find out when a Navy
recruiter will be on campus.
Or call toll free,800-841-SOOO
(in Georgia, 800-342~5855)
for more information. And if
you're still ajunior, ask about
the Navy's NUPOC Collegiate Program, which pays you
up to $6,000 during your
semoryear.
The Navy. When it comes
to nuclear training, no
one can give you the same
opportunities.
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NAVY OFFICER.
IT'S NOT JUST A JOB, IT'S AN ADVENTURE.
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ClassHied Ads

KMNR

GROUNDWA VES
Hello again, sports fans.
Sorry there wasn't any
Groundwaves last week, but I
guess Easter break claims
another victim. I just barely
made it back for my show at 10
PM. This is getting in late this
week , so we're back to normal,
anyway.
As the time remaining before
finals grows short, so does this
column. But not the amount of
music at KMNR. As you've
'Probably noticed, our frequency
response has improved considerably. You can thank Steve
Ernst and the Engineering staff
for that. "Ernie" did a fix job on
the turntable preamps last
Friday, and over Easter break,
maintenanced all the tape
recorders to make our " Tastee
Toonz" crispier.
. Speaking of fin als , we're
going to try to be on as much as
possible over finals week to give
you music to study by . Perhaps
as much as 24 hours a day. We
know how it is to try to study in
silence.
Our finals are coming up , too ,
and we're going to finish off the
special programs on com-

"Ediletters
~ (cont. from p. 11) ~

munity problems in the next
couple of weeks. One is listed
below
in
the
Special
Programming table.
Say, I'm sorry that the special
Beatles week of Specials got
screwed up. Dave couldn't
make it back in time for the
Backtracks , so we're going to
move it to the week before
finals. I don 't really know what
we're going to have to juggle
around, so you'll just have to be
surprised in the next couple of
weeks. I know Marshall Tucker
has already been bumped, so ...
Well, since by the time you 've
read this <unless the weather
was bad) KMNR has already
broadcasted from the hockey
puck, I really don't know of
anything· else going on at the
moment. We're trying to figure
out what kind of KMNR
giveaways to order, so I can't
tell you what they are quite yet.
You'll be the first to know .
Don 't forget, KMNR will be
on the first day of classes this
fall, and possible before that, so
when you leave your room for
this summer, leave your dial set
to 89.7 FM , of course.
The Starship Trooper
them
in his own SELF-WILLFUL
WAY ...
But man is powerless alone
to CLEAN UP THE WORLD
OUTSIDE
Until his own polluted soul
is CLEAN and FREE ~
SIDE ...
For the amazing power of love
is beyond all comprehension
And it alone can heal' this world
of its hatred and dissension.

FOR SALE: 1963 Triumph TR-4 convertible, looks good, runs great,
need money for school, make offer. Call Dwight Fulton, Rm. 730,
T.J. 364-9972.

Special Programming for
April 24-30
Sunday-Special
The Missouri Legislature,
Part I
a special program from
KOPN (Columbia)
Monday-Special
Kansas: Leftoverture
interviews and music
Backtracks
Leo Kottke
Tuesday-Flipped
Dicky Betts & The Great
Southern
Wednesday-Alfredo Schwartz
Johnny Winer
Flipped
Dave Mason-Let it Flow
Thursday-Flipped
Supertramp-Even in the
Quietest Moments.

WANTED: ROOMMATE to share expense of an apartment in
Kansas City this summer, May through August. Contact Val
Bates at 364-7176.
WHY PAY RENT? INVEST! I'm graduating and must sell. Great
house for a student couple. For information call 364-8763.

RUSSELL'S TOWN &
713 PINE STREET. ROLLA. MO 6540 1

-loh1lIlY

COLLEGE
PHONE: 364·2323

( '"rHOn

'X' .-tpparel. 'JU~.
L

)

Rolla Craft & Hobby
1009 A Pine (llth & Pine)

364-5581

,.

New Summer Fashion Colors
Tee Shirts, Separate Tops and
and Separate Pants

Depraved, debauched and
dissolute,
.
Men lusted after pleasure,
They knew no god but Power
And Gold was their only
treasure 4. ST. JOHN 3:16 <God's Word)
So all the things we face today
"For God so loved the world,
Are certainly oot new
that he gave his only begotten
And the Son of God experienced Son, that whosoever believeth in
Everything We're Going him should not perish, but have
Through everlasting life."
So let no one mislead you
With that hackneyed little God Is Almighty!
phrases
.
_ Love in Jesus Christ,
That there's a "many-century David Strelow 27553
gap"
Between God and Modern Days

10% off
817 Pine

Rolla, Mo.

364-1767

...-----.couPO ....- - - - . . .-_______________ •

For God has seen a lot of worlds
In this same tragic state
And He knows that we are
headed for .
The same, grim, terrible fate
Unless man is awakened
Before the hour's too late
And at long last realizes
That God's Always Up-To-Da"te!

3, THE POWER OF LOVE
There is no thinking person
who can stand untouched
today
And view the world around us
drifting downward to decay
Without feeling deep within
them
a silent unnamed dread,
Wondering how to stem the
chaos
that lies ,frightfully ahead ...
But the problems we are facing
cannot humanly be solved
For our diplomatic strategy
only gets us more involved
And our skillful ingenuity,
our technology and science
Can never change a sinful heart
filled with hatred and
defiance ...
So our problems keep on
growing
every hour oi every day
AI man vainly tr.lea to solve
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Diehl
Montgomery
Ford Sales
Rolla, Missouri

I

I
I
I
I

(The Originator Of
8. The Student Finance II
~. Plan In This Area.) I

c.

This plan allows the students upon approved credits I
and job, to buy a new car ,with a minimum down and I
I
• payments
of $25.00 per month until you a .... on the lob.
I
This plan is not new, Diehl Montgomery Ford has sold •
I
I
750 new cars and trucks to graduating students I
I •• over
this way.~
. us for aU the detalts. Also you can use
II
•
I • your own Insur.nce or ours.
I
I.
FORD LINCOLN MERCURY
I
I I c.rThis
allows the gr.duat1nt students to have • new I
I
before he gr.du.1es when he ..... lIy nMCIslt. "lbls
discount program for students. W. will be I
I I isglada special
I
TILL
MAY
1
GOOD
to
quote you • price on a Ford or
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I_ _ _ _ _ _ tCOUPON _ _ _ _. . . .I .• .product."
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Damn Fool's Opinion

Editor Answers All
Questions
BY PAUL D. ANDREW
Contained within the last
three issues, this issue included,
there has appeared various
Letters to the Editor concerning
the content of material printed
in the Missouri Miner. Not
wanting to stem the voicing of
the opinions of our readers, but
rather in an attempt to answer
the questions raised by the
readers, I will try to explain my
policy as Editor of the Missouri
Miner, and prevent a divergent
and rampaging snowball from
continuing.
The outcry of public disapproval on a large scale began
with the petition drawn up by
Gamma Delta stating the need
for change within the Missouri
Miner. Attached to this letter
was the signatures of one
hundred and sixty four
students ,
stating
their
agreement with the opinions of
Gamma Delta . Cited in said
letter were four examples of
material described as "immature appeals to sex and -Qr
drugs ... " Also appeared in the
Miner was a letter by a student
wondering why there are
com plain ts , towards the Miner
when " ... All the Miner is doing
is giving the average reader
what he wants to read with a
little bit of spice·... " In the
current issue of this periodical,
one reader cited the question of
morality of those Jli ven examples

..............

~

:
•
•
•
•

EUROPE via Pan Am 101.
Less Ihan '12 Economy Fare.
Call collecl (6-9 pm) (314) 994 • •
1144 or see your Iravel agenl •
60·day , advance paymenl.
required UniTravel Charlers •

.................

Smoking Can
Be Hazardous
to You, Heahh
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as to the reason for a needed
change in the Missouri Miner.
Now that we are up-to-<iate on
the issue at hand , I wish to
explain my side. Included in the
student population of UMR,
there is quite a range of personalties., each having a different view of what is right ,
what is wrong; what is
humorous, what is not; and,
what is ethical, and what is not.
My job and responsibility as
Editor of a publication such
as the Missouri Miner is to try to
interpret the feelings, desires,
and ideas of 4200 students. The
Missouri Miner, I feel this
semester, under my direction,
has been a reasonable, mirror
image of the students of UMR.
There have been items
published within the Missouri
Miner
which
are
not

representative of the entire
student population , but still, in
my opinion , 'a re pertinent to a
sizable portion of the students.
Not being able to know personally the 4200 people attending UMR, the type of
feedback offered in the Gamma
Delta 's letter is very valuable to
me as Editor. Unfortunately,
the manner in which the petition
was circulated almost defeats
the intention of Gamma Delta.
Due to the allowance of time for
enough students to read and
sign the petition , and the few
signatures, I questioned the
response of the petition.
In order to find out what the
feeling was, I brought up the
rna tter to the Board of Trustees
for Student Publications , which
as defined, is "the only group
authorized to order the editor of
a student publication to take
corrective action." Their
opinion on this issue was to not
radically change the per. sonality of the Missouri Miner,
but to remember that there are
a number of students who feel
that their ideas, ethics, and
morals are being violated
l
Since there has been no
greater representation of
student opinions than that of the
Gamma Delta's petition, I, as
Editor, shall go by the opinion
expressed by the Board of
Trustees
for
Student
Publications . The Missouri
Miner shall go on as it has, but
still remembering the divergent
personalties possessed by the
UMR student body .

Come On Down To

Shaft
Busch on Tap

Popcorn

Hours: Mon.·Thurs. 5 p.m.·l:30 a.m.
Fri. 1 p.m.·l:30 a.m.
Sat. 3:00 p.m.·l:30 a.m.
364·4334

1107 Pine

Compiled by Unda MarIe Ponzer
Poet of the week is Marc Bunz was working the midnight shift
of Delta Tau Delta. He is a comp at Six Flags.
sci major graduating in
December. This is the third
His poem .is entitled "To
poem which he has written. He Karen " and is a classic love
started writing poetry when he poem.
TO KAREN
My love's a girl with eyes of blueish bold,
And her hair is a brownish silkish gold,
When I hold her in my arms its as thoughMy love for Karen will last and never go !
When I'm alone with Karen it's as if
We were endlessly falling, off a cliff.
Time goes so fast, I feel so much aliveShould we part-I'm afraid I'd not survive!

r love her more than she could ever knowr pray I'll never have to let her go.
But the summer's ending, how will it beJust a summer romance? No, wait and see.

Have your own games
at the Greek Games!.
Footballs, volleyballs,
and Frisbees-We've got
them at Kenmark's.

Xenmark Sporting Goods
SD4 Pine Street

lalla, Missouri BS4Dl
3B4-3BD3

Rolla, Mo.

Its not your everyday
teaching job.'
It's the Nuclear Navy.
And it ' s not for everybody. The Navy ' s
Nuclear Power Program is looking for a limited
number of highly qualified instructors. People
who have recently earned degrees in mathematics, physics, nuclear physics or engineering-and would like the opportunity to share
that knowledge with others.
The young people you ' d be teaching would
be top students. They have to be . The men we
choose to operate and maintain the Navy's
numerous nuclear reactors have to be the best.
But it's more than just a "teaching job".
Because you would be a Commissioned Officer
in the U. $ . Navy, the benefits are excellentincluding good pay, housing and available
medical care. Your teaching tour would be

A
COil
dec.
ang

spent at the Navy Nuclear Power School in
Orlando, Florida .
So if you 've ever said to yourself, " I'd really
like to try my hand at teaching", now's your
opportunity.
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Our Nuclear ."Programs
Officer Will Be In; The Placement Office April 21 & 22,
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The Nuclear Navy
~

Sports
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Miners Win Big at Home
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By BILL FRANK
sixth, but with two out in the both Welzbacker and HerThe Miners took three games Miner sixth, Derbak and Klenke nandez had walked. Welzbacker
from Lincoln last weekend to singled. Hannah then picked up scored on a sacrifice by Benincrease their conference an RBI by singling home nett.
record to a respectable 11-7. Derbak to tie the game at 4-4.
The third inning was the
Friday they defeated Lincoln 5- Bennett grounded out to end the biggie as the Miners pushed
4 with a little help from their inning.
home four more runs to further
starting pitcher, Mick, in the
The Miners scored the win- embarrass Lincoln. The only hit
seventh inning to score the ning run in the seventh when of the inning was a single by
winning run. Saturday, UMR Busse walked, Holman reached Derbak that scored Welzwon both ends of the double- on
a
fielder's
choice, backer, Hernandez, and BenEckelkamp flied out to center, nett after an error by the left
,header, 9-1 and 11-1.
In Friday 's game, Lincoln then Hernandez and Eiffert fielder. Earlier, a passed ball
opened the scoring in the second walked to load the bases . had scored Holcomb.
innin~
when
Leukenhoff _ Derbak reached base after
The final scoring was in the
singled, Johnson walked, then being hit by a pitch to force in fifth when Hernandez led off
Cavender reached on an error. the winning run. Klenke fouled with a single, advanced to
throwing error allowea two out to the catcher to end the second on a ground ball, adunearned runs to score. White inning.
vanced to third on a sacrifice fly
then sacrificed to score
Lincoln threatened to tie it by Derbak, then stole home to
Cavender to take a. three run again in the eighth as make it 9-1.
lead.
. Leukenhoff led off with a triple.
Walters turned in an excellent
In the Miner second, Bennett The next three batters went performance in the game as he
reached on an error, then ad- down in order to snuff the scattered four hits, walked six,
vanced to second when Busse threat.
and struck out six. After 18
In the opening game of the games, Walters has an ERA of
grounded to short. Holman then
singled home Bennett and the double-header Sa turday, 3.22. Litchfield is the top man on
Miners continued to threaten Lincoln scored their only run in tne mound so far with 30 innings
when Eckelkamp reached on an the first as Walters walked the pitched and an ERA of 2.70.
error, but Hernandez grounded first three batters to load the
In the second game, the
to third base for the third out. bases. Mick singled home Hall, Miners opened with four runs in
Lincoln picked up another run but Walters retired the next the first and never looked back
in the· third when Woods three hitters to escape with on their way to winning 11-1.
reached on a fielder's choice, only one run.
Holcomb and Holman had good
then was driven home on
The Miners wasted no time in days as they both went 2 for 4,
Leukenhoff's single.
starting their nine run deluge as Holcomb picking up an RBI and
The Miners scored once in the they scored two runs in the first Holman netting 2 RBI's. 'Herfourth, but could have had inning. Hernandez led off with a nandez sparkled as he ripped
more. Bennett reached on an triple, and Bennett also ripped a two singles and a double, picked
error, then Busse and Holman triple to score Hernandez. up an RBI, and scored once in
singled to load the bases. Derbak and Klenke grounded four at-bats.
Eckelkamp grounded to the out, then Hannah - singlea' 111
The Miners are slated to play
pitcher, who threw out Busse Bennett. Holcomb walked to put Evangel in Springfield on
trying to advance to third. runners on first and second, but Tuesday, the 19th, then they
Bennett scored on the play, and Bussee struck out to end the travel to Maryville to take on
Eckelkamp advanced
to inning.
Northwest at 3:30 Friday and
s~ond. Hernandez grounded to
The Miners picked ' up two play a double-header at 1:00
short, then Eiffert singled to more in the second on one hit, a Saturday. Their next home
load the bases again. Derbak double by Holman. A balk game is next Tuesday . against
ended the threat on a f1y-()ut to brought Holman home after Washington University.
right.
Klenke opened the Miner fifth
with a single, then Hannah
reached on an error, and
April 22 Northwest Mo.
Maryville
Bennett brought Klenke home
M-:30
April 23 Northwest Mo. DR Maryville
with II double and put men at
1:00
April 26 Washington U. DR Rolla
second and third. Busse
2:00
Apr.
29
Southwest
Mo.
Rolla
grounded out and Holman and
3:30
Apr. 30 Southwest Mo. DR Rolla
Eckelkamp struck out to end
1:00
May
1
Undenwood DR
Rolla
the inning. The Miners still
1:00
May 6
Central Mo.
Warrensburg
trailed by a run.
3:30
May
7
Central Mo. DR
Warrensburg
Lincoln went down 1-2-3 in the
1:00

Remaining Games

Softball

Converse Coeds
~

By
"GRANDMA"

the final inning to win 14-23.
Have you ever walked behind This was TJ's first loss and
the library and thought drops them into the thick of the
someone was being shot in that dogfight for first place.
Also on Monday night, ZTA
brown building with the padlock
on the door ? Hopefully only met AWS. Despite some outtargets were being hit - the . standing plays - an unassisted
rifle range is located in the double play and a feisty catcher
basement of that formidable who'd never been behind the
structure. The ROTC -Depart- plate before - ZTA was behind
ment hosted riflery intramurals when time ran out. Their five
the week before Easter runs in the last inning had to be
vacation, and several teams disregarded, and final score
turned in outstanding scores: was officially 15-1.
Competition has been fun and
The participants must have a'
steady hand and a sharp eye to fair this year, with no team
shoot at ten targets the size of dominating. For example
half dollars at a distance of fifty KD beat Crescents, Crescents
feet. This is done from three beat TJHA, TJHA beat AWS,
positions - standing, kneeeling, and AWS beat KD. Try to fit
and prone - with each "bull's that into a cumulative law!
Every team has outstanding
eye" scoring ten points and the
edge of the target five points. players, and the Second Annual
Out of a perfect 300, Jana Women's Softball Game will
Trampe of AWS was high scorer give them a chance to show off
with 247 points. Mila Wallace of their talents. The coaches from
TJHA turned in a notable each team will serve as the
performance achieving a selection committe next week,
perfect 100 from the prone and will have -the difficult job,of
position and an 82 from the picking two All-Star Teams
kneeling position. Noelker had from the eight participating
top standing score with an organizations. The game will be
excellent 84. Team honors went Monday, May 2, at 6:00 pm to the AWS team of Trampe right before the men's softball
(247), .Noelker (243), and finals - Come watch two exRussell (232), with their score of citing games.
Archery competition was held
722. TJHA was second, scoring
686, and third went to KA's trio, at the intramural fields
who scored 648 . Crescents Saturday - six teains sent their
finished a close fourth with a Robin Hoods to perform.
Results were as follows:
641.
The upsets continue on the 1. TJHA (Harbison and Justus)
softball fields, as' the most 2. AWS (Love and Ewens)
notable victory of _ this week 3. KA (Jacobs and Dunn)
telongs to Crescents . They 4. WRHA (Potthast)
stayed with TJHA run for run in 5. KD (Fulton and Klug)
ZTA
(Potzman
and
their contest Monday night, and 6.
scored five in the bottom half of Hierholzer)

Predictions

By BRIAN EDWARDS
After having written this
column for a year now, I've
decided to try a new and risky
angle - Predictions. All the
predictions in this article are
solely those of the author and in
no manner reflect the opinion of
the MINER.
In League I theb8ttle for first
will be betwe~n TKE.and
Pikers. Both organizations have
excelledent teams el(peCiaily
offensively. In fact it is going to
be so close that I can't narrow it
doWn to one team.
In League II first place will go
to Sigma Nu and their snazzy
new uniforms.
Sig Ep will win League III
with a well rounded team that
has it all, with a very impressive offense and defense.
In the tightest league of them
all it will be Phi Kap winning
League IV over a good KA
team.

League I
TKE
Pikers
Wesley
Lambda Chi
GDI
Delta Tau
Acacia

League II
Tech Eng.
Sig Nu
Beta Sig
Campus
A Phi A
BSU
Triangle

League III
Sig Ep
TJ
Sig Tau
Delta Sig
Theta Xi
A E Pi
Mates
Fela

League IV
KA
ABS
Kappa Sig
Sig Pi
MRHA
Focus
Phi Kap
Pi K Phi

Trap Shooters

Dyou don't know what
this is, you're not eating at
McDonald'S.
It'~

The UMR trap shooting team
traveled over Easter vacation
to a collegiate trap shooting
tournament held at Central
Missouri State University. Out
of the five UMR shooters, three
were in the top five shooters of
the tournament. Those who
placed from UMR -were Leo '
Harrison with a total of 97
targets out of a possible 100 for
first place, Mike Lucas placed

fourth with a total of 94 targets,
and Steve Lacy placed fifth with.
a total of 92 targets. Drake
University placed first in the
tournament with a total of 445
targets out of a team possible
500, then UMR with a total of 427
targets. Iowa State University
and Central Missouri State
University also shot in the
tournament. They placed third
and fourth respectfully.

change. And you can ~till get it at

McDona ld'~_

Our prices are still terrifically reaso nable.
And you can still get terrific things to ea t for
under a dollar.
So. why not eat at McDonald's soon !
The change will do yo u good.

We do It all for:you .

t:¥Jr.
In Rolla
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e 1977 BREWED AT LONGVIEW, LOS ANGELES, MEMPHIS, MILWAUKEE, TAMPA, WINSTON·SALEM

HAVE A GREAT
GREEK WEEK
from the Broyle's Boys
\

